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Magnetic hysteresis in the Cu-Al-Mn intermetallic alloy: Experiments and modeling

Eduard Obrado´, Eduard Vives, and Antoni Planes
Departament d’Estructura i Constiuents de la Mate`ria, Facultat de Fı´sica, Universitat de Barcelona, Diagonal 647,

08028 Barcelona, Catalonia, Spain
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We study isothermal magnetization processes in the Cu-Al-Mn intermetallic alloy. Hysteresis is observed at
temperatures below the spin-freezing of the system. The characteristics of the hysteresis cycles as a function of
temperature and Mn content~magnetic element! are obtained. At low temperature (&5 K! a change from
smooth to sharp cycles is observed with increasing Mn content, which is related to the decrease of configu-
rational disorder. We also study a zero-temperature site-diluted Ising model, suitable for the description of this
Cu-Al-Mn system. The model reproduces the main features of the hysteresis loops observed experimentally. It
exhibits a disorder-induced critical line separating a disordered phase from an incipient ferromagnetic ground
state. The comparison between the model and the experiments allows us to conclude that the observed change
in the experimental hysteresis loops can be understood within the framework of the theory of disorder-induced
criticality in fluctuationless first-order phase transitions.@S0163-1829~99!13821-9#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Hysteresis is the history dependence of the properties
material when driven by an applied external field.1 It is ob-
served in many different systems in nonequilibrium con
tions. In general it is a dynamical effect which must
treated within a time-dependent formalism. Here we will f
cus on a special class of systems that display, under ce
conditions, time-independent hysteresis properties. The
totypes are ferromagnets, at low temperature, in which m
netization versus magnetic field paths are not influenced
the applied field rate, at least for low enough rates. In s
materials, when these paths are studied in detail, it is c
monly observed that they are not continuous but rather c
posed of small bursts or avalanches: this is the so-ca
Barkhausen noise.2 This abrupt and stochastic response
the magnetization to a continuously varying external fi
has been related to the disorder existing in the system3,4

Actually, domain walls are pinned by impurities and the
fore a magnetization change can only occur if the cor
sponding energetic barriers are overcome~depinning!. Since
these barriers are large, thermal activation is not effect
and the evolution of the sytem can only proceed by mod
ing the external field~athermal behavior!. In addition to fer-
romagnetic materials, a wide variety of complex syste
such as martensitic materials,5 superconducting films,6 or
capillary condensation systems,7 display similar phenom-
enology. All these systems can be described in the fra
work of fluctuationless first-order~FLFO! phase transitions
i.e., they exhibit, when driven by an external field, a fir
order phase transition influenced by disorder with irrelev
thermal fluctuations.

Recently, different versions of spin lattice models w
disorder, as the random bond8–10 and random field Ising
models,11 have been used to model hysteresis and avalan
in systems undergoing FLFO phase transitions. Determin
algorithms with synchronous dynamics corresponding to
cal energy relaxation have been employed to study hyste
paths at zero temperature. It has been found that the sha
PRB 590163-1829/99/59~21!/13901~10!/$15.00
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hysteresis loops depends on the amount of disorder.9,11 For
low disorder, when sweeping the field from2` to 1`, the
system reverses sharply the magnetization~infinite ava-
lanche! at a given field, while for a high amount of disorde
the path is smoother and extends over a wide range of fie
Interestingly the change in the hysteresis cycle shape
been attributed to the existence of a critical point at a giv
degree of disorder, where the infinite avalanche disappe
For such a degree of disorder, avalanches of all sizes
detected indicating that the system behaves critically:
avalanche size distribution follows a power law charact
ized by a universal exponent depending only on the sp
dimensionality.10 Actually, in agreement with the models,
has been experimentally observed that the amplitude
Barkhausen pulses in ferromagnetic materials, and the
plitude of the acoustic signals generated during martens
transitions, extend over several decades indicating the po
bility of a universal critical behavior.4,5,12,13 A number of
attempts to make a comparison between models and ex
ments have been reported.14,15 Nevertheless, the existence o
criticality induced by changing the amount of disorder h
not been confirmed. The difficulty arises from the possibil
of controlling the amount of disorder in a given system.
any case, it must be mentioned that the studied models
pear as very simple idealizations when compared to the c
plexity inherent to real systems.

This paper is concerned with the study of the magne
properties of the Cu-Al-Mn intermetallic alloy. After a sui
able heat treatment,16 this material displays anL21 structure.
The stoichiometric compound Cu2AlMn is ferromagnetic
with a Curie temperature of 630 K and it is known that t
entire magnetic moment of the system must be attribute
the Mn atoms17 coupled via the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya
Yosida ~RKKY ! interaction.18 ac susceptibility measure
ments have revealed the existence of a spin-freezing pro
at low temperatures. This freezing has been shown to co
spond to a spin glass phase transition for low enough
content.19 Beyond this problem, here we focus on the stu
of the low-temperature magnetic hysteresis for such syste
13 901 ©1999 The American Physical Society
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13 902 PRB 59EDUARD OBRADÓ, EDUARD VIVES, AND ANTONI PLANES
We have studied a family of composition related allo
which undergo, prior to the spin-freezing process, a dif
sionless structural transition to a close-packed phase~mar-
tensitic transition!. In these materials, magnetic disorder h
two main origins: the lack of stoichiometry and the existen
of incomplete configurational ordering.20,21 The important
fact is that the Mn configurational disorder increases as
Mn content decreases. We show that increasing the degr
disorder, the low-temperature hysteresis cycle changes f
sharp to smooth. This change is suggested to be related
disorder induced phase transition. Since the experime
evidences are not definitively conclusive, we reinforce o
interpretation by developing a microscopic model for su
site-diluted magnetic systems. By fitting the model para
eters to Cu-Al-Mn available data, we reproduce appro
mately the observed phenomenon and associate it with
disorder induced phase transition. The paper is organize
follows. In Sec. II, we present the experimental results an
Sec. III we introduce a model based on a site diluted Is
model suitable for the study of hysteresis in spin glass s
tems and compare the results obtained numerically with
experimental ones corresponding to Cu-Al-Mn. Finally,
Sec. IV we discuss the results and conclude.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We have studied a family of alloys, with composition
close to the Cu32xAlMn x line. Polycrystalline~grain size
;100mm) cylindrical-shaped ingots were obtained by me
ing pure elements (99.99%). Rectangular shaped sam
(933.5 mm2) were cut using a low-speed diamond sa
The samples were mechanically polished down to a th
ness of 0.1 mm. Samples were annealed for 900 s at 107
quenched into a mixture of ice and water, and anneale
room temperature for several weeks. This heat treatm
leads to a long-lived metastable state in which the mate
displays anL21 structure (Fm3m space group!. This struc-
ture can be viewed as defined on a bcc lattice divided in f
distinguishable fcc sublattices (a, b, g, andd) as shown in
Fig. 1. For samples withx,1 ~as in the present work!, sub-
latticesg andd ~for instance! are filled with Cu atoms, and
Mn atoms sit preferentially in sublatticea. However, for
kinetic reasons, a fraction of Mn atoms also occupies thb

FIG. 1. Crystal structure of Cu2AlMn. Black spheres:a ~Mn!
sublattice. White spheres:b ~Al ! sublattice. Grey spheres:g andd
~Cu! sublattices.
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sublattice. Experiments based on atom location by chan
ling enhanced microanalysis~ALCHEMI ! performed on
similar samples have shown that almost no Mn atoms occ
sublatticesg andd.20

The spin-freezing temperaturesTf of the alloys studied
have been obtained from ac-susceptibility measuremen19

As shown in Table I, in all the samples studiedTf is below
the martensitic transition. We also present the values of
paramagnetic Curie temperatureuc and the temperatureTM
of the structural transition taken from the same Ref. 19. C
cerning uc , note that it is positive for the three sample
which indicates the mean ferromagnetic character of the
teractions.

Magnetization measurements have been carried ou
low field rates (,10 Oe/s) using a superconducting qua
tum interference device magnetometer enabling app
fields up to 5 T~the relative error in the field control is
60.1%). The hysteresis observed in the glassy phase refl
the nonequilibrium state of the system characterized b
logarithmically slow response of the magnetization to an
plied field. Limiting hysteresis loops have been measu
after a zero-field cooling~ZFC! and subsequent~isothermal!
field sweep between25 and15 T at different temperature
~controlled within60.01 K!. In Fig. 2 we show the hyster
esis cycles obtained at 5 K in the three samples stud
Loops are symmetrical and display small coercivity and
manence. It is worth mentioning that for the sample withx
50.25 (6.3% Mn!, the hysteresis loop has also been me
sured after a field cooling~FC!. The cycle obtained is iden
tical from the one measured after a ZFC. This proves
absence of global uniaxial exchange anisotropy in the po
crystalline samples considered.

TABLE I. Composition, characteristic spin-freezing temper
tures, paramagnetic Curie temperatures, and Martensitic trans
temperatures of the samples investigated.

Alloy composition Tf ~K! uc ~K! TM ~K!

Cu2.884Al0.996Mn0.120 1561 101610 390
Cu2.804Al0.944Mn0.252 3161 138610 251
Cu2.728Al0.912Mn0.360 4561 159610 133

FIG. 2. Hysteresis cycles atT55 K at the three different com-
positions studied:x50.12 ~a!, x50.25 ~b!, andx50.36 ~c!.
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PRB 59 13 903MAGNETIC HYSTERESIS IN THE Cu-Al-Mn . . .
From the results given in Fig. 2 it is clear that the ma
netization can be supposed to be composed of irrevers
and reversible contributions22

M5M rev1M irr . ~1!

Only the irreversible term contributes to hysteresis. Ac
ally, the reversible contribution must be ascribed to the co
petition of the external field with minoritary antiferromag
netic bonds in the system, and can be assumed to be li
with the magnetic field

M rev5x~T!H. ~2!

From linear fitting, we have determinedx for the alloys
investigated. The values obtained arex50.02960.010 emu/
~mol Mn Oe!, x50.04160.010 emu/~mol Mn Oe!, and x
50.02360.010 emu/~mol Mn Oe! for the samples withx
50.12 (3% Mn!, x50.25 (6.3% Mn!, and x50.36 (9%
Mn!, respectively. Therefore, within errors,x can be as-
sumed independent ofx, at least in the range of composition
studied. After subtraction of the reversible term in the ma
netization measured, we have estimated a saturation ma
tizationMs . It is represented~per Mn atom! as a function of
x in Fig. 3. We obtain thatMs increases linearly withx. The
value of Ms corresponding to the stoichiometric Cu2AlMn
alloy @Ms(x51)[m.4.1mB# has been taken from th
literature.17

As temperature is increased the width of the cycle~coer-
civity! decreases and, as expected, we have not obse
hysteresis aboveTg . In Fig. 4 we show the effect of tem
perature on hysteresis by plotting the central part of the h
teresis loops at three different temperatures. In all cases
cycles are smooth and no discontinuities~or avalanches!
have been detected. However, the cycle correspondingx
50.36 obtained atT55 K, shows practically a complet
reversal of the remanent magnetization in a very redu
interval of fields. This changes the shape of the hyster
loop which becomes sharper in its central part.

In order to quantitatively characterize the shape of
hysteresis loops, we have represented in Fig. 5 the re
nenceMr , the coercivityHc and the area of the loopsE, as
a function of temperature for the three different compositio
studied. The area of the loops, which gives the dissipa
energy per cycle, decreases withT and increases with the Mn
contentx. Notice also that for the sample withx50.36 the

FIG. 3. Saturation magnetization as a function ofx. The con-
tinuous line shows a linear fit.
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coercive field does not change forT,10 K. This fact is
associated with the change in the shape of the hysteresis
outlined in the previous paragraph.

We argue that the observed change in the hysteresis
can be related to the fact that, as has recently been show19

a spin-glass phase transition occurs for samples withx
,0.3, but not for samples with higher Mn concentration. F
these compositions, the cusp in the magnetic susceptib
curve as a function of temperature is related to the freez
of ferromagnetic clusters, being the high-temperature ph
superparamagnetic and the low-temperature phase wha
will call in this article a ferromagnetic spin-glass.23 There-
fore we suggest that the change in the hysteresis loop ma
related to a phase transition which has the origin on the
ferent ground state properties of the system asx is increased.
Actually the value ofx at the transition point, should be clos
to the percolation limit for the system studied. It would b
expected that remanent magnetization reverses at a s
value of the field~large avalanche!. The fact that this does
not strictly occur is due, as we will discuss in the next se
tion, to the polycrystalline character of the samples studi

FIG. 4. Central part of the hysteresis cycles for three difer
temperatures and compositions:x50.12 ~a!, x50.25 ~b!, and x
50.36 ~c!.
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13 904 PRB 59EDUARD OBRADÓ, EDUARD VIVES, AND ANTONI PLANES
We have also studied first-order reversal cycles within
limiting loop obtained as follows: starting fromH525 T
the external field is increased to a valueHmax (Hc,Hmax
,5 T!, before saturation. At this point the field evolution
reversed back toH525 T. For differentHmax one obtains a
family of trajectories, some of which are displayed in Fig

FIG. 5. Hysteresis cycle properties versus temperature for t
different compositions: dissipated energy~a!, remanent magnetiza
tion ~b!, and coercive field~c!.

FIG. 6. Partial loops corresponding to a sample withx50.25
andT55 K. The inset shows the behavior of the coercive fieldHc

part

as a function ofHmax for the samples withx50.25 ~squares! and
x50.36 ~circles!. The vertical bars show the values of the coerc
field for the limiting loops in each case.
e

for the sample withx50.25 andT55 K. It is worth noting
that in all cases the decreasing reversal trajectories join
gentially the limiting cycle. The shape of these reversal t
jectories depends onHmax. In the inset of Fig. 6 we show the
coercive field of the reversal trajectoriesHc

part as a function
of Hmax. Note that for the sample withx50.36 ~circles!,
Hc

part remains approximately constant withHmax when
aproachingHc from above. This is indicative of the fact tha
the reversal of magnetization occurs at a fixed field for h
x.

An interesting feature observed in a number of syste
exhibiting FLFO phase transitions is the return po
memory effect. This property is well illustrated by analyzin
the characteristics of complete internal hysteresis loo
These internal loops are obtained when, coming fromH
525 T and being in a state corresponding to a fieldH1
,5 T on the limiting cycle, the field evolution is reverse
back until reachingH2,H1, and later is increased up aga
to H1. The return point memory effect is verified if, after th
path, the system returns exactly to the same state that
left in the limiting cycle, that is, if it has memory of th
former state. In this case, the same memory effect extend
any subcycle within a given cycle, and therefore this in
cates that the state of the system can remember an e
hierarchy of turning points in its past evolution. This ph
nomenon has been observed in some, but by no means
systems with FLFO phase transitions.

We have performed such complete internal cycles by
versing the field at different states in the limiting cycle. Typ
cal results are shown in Fig. 7. It is observed that after p
forming an internal loop and returning to the former field, t
magnetization has increased. By performing internal cyc
at different sweeping field rates~in the positive and negative
applied field regions!, we have checked that this increase
the magnetization is significantly larger than the increase
pected from logarithmic relaxational effects. This enables
to conclude that, in our system, the return point mem
property is not satisfied.

III. MODELING

In order to gain understanding of the observed experim
tal phenomena we develop, in this section, a model cont

ee

FIG. 7. Internal loop corresponding to a sample withx50.36
andT55 K. The inset shows a detail of the turning point.
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PRB 59 13 905MAGNETIC HYSTERESIS IN THE Cu-Al-Mn . . .
ing two basic ingredients: randomness of the lattice posi
of the magnetic atoms and competing interactions. These
ingredients are crucial for the existence of spin-gla
phenomena.24 The proposed model is a modified version
the diluted Ising model atT50.25

We only consider sublatticesa andb as possible sites fo
Mn atoms~see Fig. 1!. Therefore we define a simple cub
lattice26 with i 51, . . . ,N (N5L3) sites and with periodic
boundary conditions and lattice spacinga. On each site we
define a variableci51,0 which indicates the presence~1! or
absence~0! of Mn on that site, and an Ising variabl
Si561 which accounts for two possible magnetic states
Mn atoms. The Hamiltonian of the model is written as

H5(
i j

Ji j cicjSiSj2mH(
i

ciSi , ~3!

where the first term is a sum over site pairs,Ji j is the ex-
change energy,H the external field, andm the effective mag-
netic moment per atom. A numberNMn5( ici of Mn atoms
are randomly placed as follows: a fraction (12p)NMn is
placed in sublatticea while the restpNMn is ‘‘misplaced’’ in
sublatticeb. Values ofp ranging from 0 to 0.5 have bee
considered. The concentration of Mn is given byx
5NMn /(2N). The exchange constantsJi j are distance de
pendent. For the stoichiometric alloy,Ji j have been fitted
from inelastic neutron scattering experiments.18 The fitted
values are the ones corresponding to neighbors of sec
fourth, sixth, and seventh order in Table II. We assume t
Ji j do not change significantly when altering the Mn conte
Nevertheless we still have to interpolate the values of theJi j
corresponding to distances which are not present in perfe
ordered stoichiometric alloys. To do that we have fitted
standard RKKY dependence to the experimentalJi j :

J~r !5A
cos@B~r /a!#

~r /a!3
, ~4!

where B is proportional to the Fermi momentB52kFa.
Since it is difficult to fit such an oscillating function we hav
first checked different values ofB in order to get the correc
signs of theJi j found experimentally. The signs are on
correctly fitted for values ofB around;19.64.27 A standard
least square fitting, then, rendersA522.58 meV. Using this
fit we then interpolate the values ofJi j for the neighbors of
first, third, and fifth order indicated in Table II with asterisk

TABLE II. Exchange constants for the different neighbors
the simple cubic lattice formed by sublatticesa andb. The values
with asterisk have been interpolated as explained in the text, w
the others have been taken from Ref. 18.

Neighbor Position Distance~a! Ji j ~meV!

1 (100) 1 22.098*
2 (110) A2 0.744
3 (111) A3 0.399*
4 (200) 2 0.296
5 (210) A5 20.2343*
6 (211) A6 0.355
7 (220) A8 20.411
n
o

s

f

d,
at
t.

tly
a

A strong antiferromagnetic interaction between n.n. si
~that can only occur due to misplaced Mn atoms! is obtained.
This is consistent with the antiferromagnetic character fou
in g-Mn with fcc structure28 ~lattice parameter,2a). Nev-
ertheless we have checked that the mean character o
interactions~which can be estimated as a sum(ni j Ji j over
all Mn pairsni j ) is always ferromagnetic for all values ofx
andp. This is consistent with the positive paramagnetic C
rie temperatures obtained experimentally~see Table I!.

For the simulations we consider the exchange energy
next-nearest neighborsJ250.744 meV as the energy uni
We define a reduced Hamiltonian as

H* 5(
i j

Ji j* cicjSiSj1H* (
i

ciSi , ~5!

whereJi j* 5Ji j /J2 and H* 5mH/J2. We define the reduced
magnetization as

m* 5

(
i

Si

N/2
. ~6!

With this definition, the maximum reduced magnetization
the stoichiometric alloy ism* 51.

Hysteresis cycles@m* (H* )# are obtained by starting with
all the spin variablesSi521 and the external fieldH*
52`. The field is then slowly increased until a spin b
comes locally unstable, i.e., there is a decrease of energy
is flipped. Then the external field is stopped, the spin
flipped and an avalanche starts: more spins may become
stable. These are simulatenously flipped, which may trig
some new unstable spins, and so on until the avalan
stops. The number of steps necessary to reach this s
situation defines the avalanche duration and the corresp
ing magnetization change the avalanche size. Then the e
nal field is increased again. This is the so-called synchron
dynamics.29

A. Results

We have studied lattices withL532 and for many runs,
averages over 50 different initial random atomic configu
tions have been taken. We have systematically studied
tems with concentrationx50.125, 0.25, 0.375, and 0.5 an
disorder valuesp50.1,0.2,0.3,0.4. Examples of the hyste
esis cycles are shown in Fig. 8. For a fixed value ofp, the
hysteresis loop becomes sharper asx is increased, while for a
fixed value ofx the loop becomes smoother when increas
p. Note also that for high values ofp andx the loops become
antiferromagneticlike with long tails and with a tendency
split into two subloops. In all cases, when looking in detail
the loops, they consist of a sequence of discrete jumps~ava-
lanches! that join metastable states. This is illustrated in F
9. Due to the existence of antiferromagnetic interactions,
verse avalanches, decreasing the magnetization when
creasing the field, may occur. Concerning this point, o
should remember that the evolution is controlled by a lo
~and not global! equilibrium condition.

In order to study in more detail the evolution from smoo
to sharp hysteresis cycles we have studied the statistical
tribution of avalanche sizes. Sharp loops will exhibit fe

le
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13 906 PRB 59EDUARD OBRADÓ, EDUARD VIVES, AND ANTONI PLANES
large avalanches while smooth loops will exhibit small av
lanches only. The avalanche distributions have been c
puted by averaging over 50 different realizations of the r
dom distribution of Mn atoms. The resulting histograms a
presented in Fig. 10 for different values ofp andx. We find
that, in thisp-x diagram, a critical line exists at which ava
lanches of all sizes are observed and the distributions
power law. This behavior has been analyzed following
techniques developed for the study of avalanches in a pr
ous work on the study of FLFO phase transitions in the r
dom bond Ising model.9

The critical line can be found by studying two quantitie
~i! the normalized average size^Dmmax& of the largest ava-
lanche in a cycle and~ii ! the average duration̂tmax& of the
largest avalanche in a cycle. As an example we show
behavior of these two quantities along a line withp50 and
changing the concentrationx ~Fig. 11! and along a line with
x50.375 and changing the disorder parameterp ~Fig. 12!.
The phase transition is smoothed due to finite size effe

FIG. 8. Hysteresis cycles for different values ofp and x as
indicated.

FIG. 9. Detail of the avalanches for a simulation withx50.25
and p50.10. Notice the existence of inverse avalanches, e
aroundH* 52.15.
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FIG. 10. Avalanche size distributions for different values ofp
andx as indicated.

FIG. 11. Behavior of̂ Dmmax& and ^tmax& as a function ofx for
p50.0.

FIG. 12. Behavior of̂ Dmmax& and^tmax& as a function ofp for
x50.375.
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PRB 59 13 907MAGNETIC HYSTERESIS IN THE Cu-Al-Mn . . .
which can be corrected as explained in Ref. 9. Actua
estimations of the transition points can be obtained by lo
ing, using a polynomial fitting, the maximum on^tmax& and
the inflection point on̂ Dmmax&. A systematic study of the
behavior of these two quantities as a function ofx and p
allows us to obtain the phase diagram shown in Fig. 13.
discrepancy between the two estimations of the critical l
can be attributed to finite-size effects. We find critical beh
ior, depending onp, for x>0.3.

It is difficult to locate on thisp-x diagram the position
where this phase transition will be expected to occur in
Cu-Al-Mn system, since the value ofp for our samples is
unknown. Actually we can only have some rough estim
tions of thep(x) dependence in the samples studied. Firs
is possible to obtainp from Monte Carlo simulations of the
atomic ordering process in a realistic lattice model for C
Al-Mn presented in Ref. 16. The model considered in t
paper contains only interactions to first and second nea
neighbors and its parameters have been fitted from the or
disorder transition temperatures in the real experimental
tem. The behavior ofp as a function ofx obtained from that
model is represented by the two dotted lines in Fig. 13. T
lower line corresponds to the values ofp at T50, and the
upper represents the values ofp at temperatures just below
the order-disorder transition. According to this result, t
actual values ofp would be somewhere in the middle o
these two dotted lines. The intersection of these lines w
the phase transition~open symbols! would give the critical
concentration where the change in the hysteresis cycl
expected. However, these estimations ofp(x) correspond to
equilibrium configurations, but kinetic effects~samples have
been quenched from highT) could modify the amount of
disorder substantially. Moreover, the model used for the M
simulations does not contain any magnetic interaction te
which could have some relevance in the Mn ordering p
cess. A second estimation can be obtained from the lin
behavior of the saturation magnetization per atomMs with x
shown in Fig. 3. Note that the system contains two kinds

FIG. 13. p-x diagram showing two different estimations of th
position of the FLFO phase transition. Open squares correspon
the positions of the maximum in̂tmax& and open circles correspon
to the position of the inflection points in̂Dmmax&. Dotted lines
correspond to two estimations of thep(x) relation from MC simu-
lations, as explained in the text. Long dashed lines correspon
estimations based on the behavior observed for the saturation
netization.
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Mn atoms: the minoritary misplaced ones~in sublatticeb)
that exhibit antiferromagnetic interaction with its neare
neighbors and the majoritary ones~in sublatticea) with fer-
romagnetic interaction with its second neighbors. Therefo
when reaching the remanence point by decreasing the
plied field from saturation, the misplaced Mn atoms w
present inverted magnetic moment. Thus, a naive approxi
tion is Ms5m@(12B)(2p21)21B#, wherem is the mag-
netic moment per atom andmB is the saturation magnetiza
tion per atom corresponding to a sample with Mn ato
completely disordered over thea and b sublattices (p
50.5). Note thatMs(p) is symmetric arroundp51/2 as can
be expected. The above equation combined with the lin
behaviorMs.mx presented in Fig. 3, leads to a parabo
dependence x5@(12B)(2p21)21B#.30 Although the
value of B is unknown, it should be very small. At leas
smaller than the valueMs50.1m found for our sample with
x50.12. We can, therefore, sketch this behavior on thep-x
diagram shown in Fig. 13. The intersection of the two p
rabolas~corresponding toB50.1 andB50) with the transi-
tion line found from our model gives a different estimatio
of the transition point.

Taking into account the above arguments, from Fig. 13
seems reasonable to assume that the transition is locat
xc;0.560.1. Although this value is slightly above the e
perimental estimationxc;0.3, the values are still clos
enough to suggest that, given the similarity of the effe
observed in the experimental and simulated hyster
cycles, the phenomenon may be an example of the kind
phase transition found in the model.

From the model developed in the present work, we c
also study the internal hysteresis loops in order to comp
with the behavior found experimentally. Figure 14 shows,
an example, an internal loop for a system withx50.25 and
p50.2. The qualitative agreement with the experimen
case is extremely good, and in both cases an increase o
magnetization is found after the internal loop. This sho
that the RPM property does not hold. Actually, two cond
tions must be satisfied for the RPM property to be fulfille
The first one is the adiabatic character of the system ev
tion and the second one is the so-called no-passing
~preservation of partial ordering of metastable states by

to

to
ag-

FIG. 14. Internal loops showing the absence of RPM prope
Data correspond to a simulation withx50.25 andp50.20. The
inset shows the detail of the turning point.
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dynamics!.31 The former condition is satisfied in our simula
tions ~synchronous dynamics! and approximately in the ex
periments~slow driving rate!. Nevertheless, the existence
antiferromagnetic interactions producing inverse avalanc
~see Fig. 9! destroys the second condition.

B. Polycrystallinity

The model developed above describes the behavior
single crystal with an easy axis of magnetization~EAM! that
corresponds to the direction of the external field. In a po
crystalline sample the situation is quite different: gra
present different crystallographic orientations with respec
the applied field. The corresponding angular distribution
EAM results on two main effects on the hysteresis cycles~i!
the cycles become smoother~hence the avalanches are mu
more difficult to detect! and~ii ! the hysteresis cycle change
its shape. We can estimate this change in the case of uni
anisotropy. Letm0* (H* ) be the cycle corresponding to
single crystal oriented with the EAM along the external fie
H* , and letm* (H* ) the cycle corresponding to the poly
crystal. Assuming that there is a uniform angular distribut
of EAM in the polycrystal, we will have

m* ~H* !5E cosu m0* ~H* cosu!dV, ~7!

wheredV is the differential solid angle. This integral has
be performed over all the possible directions of the EAM
the sample. This is not straightforward and requires
knowledge of the direction of the EAM. For a Cu-Al-M
single crystal it is not known. Nevertheless we can obtain
approximate solution to Eq.~7! as

m* ~H* !.E
0

u0
cosu m0* ~H* cosu!2p sinudu, ~8!

where the factor 2p sinudu is the differential of solid angle
and u0 is the maximum angle between the field and t
EAM. For instance, we have cosu05A3/3 for a (100) and
(111) EAM, and cosu05A2/2 for a (110) EAM. In the ex-
treme case of a monoclinic symmetry~a single EAM! one
will have cosu050. Figure 15 shows the results of this co
rection on a given hysteresis cycle. As expected the jum
the phase transition becomes broadened and extends
certain range of fields.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

In Sec. II we have presented low-temperature meas
ments of the hysteresis cycles of Cu-Al-Mn in three samp
of different Mn content. We have shown that for temperat
T&5 K and Mn contentx.0.3 the loops exhibit a shar
reversal of magnetization in their central part. We have p
posed that this change is related to the existence of a p
transition from a spin-glass phase to a ferromagnetic s
glass phase.

In order to gain insight into this phase transition we ha
proposed~in Sec. III! a model for the study of the magnet
properties of this system, including the basic physical ing
dients of the problem. The model is based on aT50 diluted
Ising model with exchange interactions that have been fi
es
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to the experimental values corresponding to stoichiome
Cu2AlMn. The model reproduces the existence of magne
disorder arising from the nonstoichiometry and the m
placed Mn atoms, as found experimentally. It should be
marked that we have not studied the exact equilibri
ground state of the model. Rather we have focused on
hysteresis loops that are obtained by using a synchron
dynamics evolution that drives the system through a
quence of metastable states.

Although the shape of the loops has not been perfe
reproduced by the model, some of the relevant features o
real loops have been found on the simulated ones. This
cludes the following.

~1! The change from smooth to sharp cycles by chang
the Mn content. In the simulations this change correspo
to a phase transition, of the same kind as the one reporte
the random field11 and random bond Ising models,9 and it is
found atx50.560.1, which is close to the experimental e
timation x;0.3

~2! The existence of long tails for large fields. The expe
mental cycles are not saturated even at fields of 5 T. Fr
the model, we have deduced that these tails arise~i! from the
existence of minoritary antiferromagnetic interactions a
~ii ! as a consequence of the polycrystalline character of
samples used in the experiments. The magnetic mom
subjected to an effective antiferromagnetic interaction
very diluted and do not exhibit any cooperative behavi
Consequently they show a reversible response to the exte
field. From the model, it is reasonable to suppose that th
magnetic moments are associated to misplaced Mn at
having other Mn atoms as nearest neighbors. Concerning
polycrystallinity of the samples, its main effect is the broa
ening of the hysteresis due to the averaging over all poss
crystallographic orientations of the grains with respect to
external field.

~3! The fact that the RPM effect is not satisfied has be
found both experimentally and in the simulations. The rea
is the existence of inverse avalanches associated with
presence of antiferromagnetic interactions. In these a
lanchesdM/dH is negative, contrary to the stability cond

FIG. 15. Effect of the uniaxial anisotropy on the hysteresis cy
of polycrystalline systems. Data correspond to the same simula
as in Fig. 15. The different cycles correspond to: single crystal~a!,
cosu05A2/2 ~b!, cosu05A3/3 ~c!, and cosu050 ~d!.
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tions deduced from equilibrium thermodynamics. The pos
bility of such a result is due to the fact that the proce
considered is not an equilibrium one~even if it is very close
to a quasistatic process!. In fact the system evolves through
series of metastable states separated by large energy ba
In the simulations metastability arises from the fact that
laxation is performed according to the local effective fie
acting on each magnetic moment.

An important question to be answered is why avalanc
are not observed in the experiments. It is clear that polyc
tallinity limits the maximum size of the avalanches to that
a grain. Given that the typical size of the grains is of t
order of 100mm, and the volume of the sample is;3 mm3,
one will need a relative resolution much better than
31024 in the magnetization measurement. This mean
resolution better than 0.1 emu/~mol Mn!, while the actual
resolution of our experimental system is of the order of
emu/~mol Mn!. The inset of Fig. 7 is illustrative of this point
It would be very enlightening to perform experiments
single crystals, where we expect that avalanches could
observed.

Concerning the phase transition found in the model i
interesting to discuss several points. First, as mentioned
fore, the phase transition found in our diluted Ising mod
~and in other similar diluted Isind models25! is of the same
kind as those found for the random field11 and random bond
Ising models.9 For these last two models it is known that th
phase transition in the hysteresis loop is associated with
equilibrium ground state phase transition.32 It is reasonable
to think that for our version of the site diluted Ising mode
there will also exist such a ground state transition from
completely disordered ground state~small x region! to a
ground state with a nonvanishing magnetization~largex re-
gion!. Experimentally, there are evidences that in Cu-Al-M
these two phases correspond to a true spin-glass phase a
a ferromagnetic spin glass.19 In the model, whether the two
phases can be catalogued as being spin-glass-like would
pend on its thermal behavior. This study is out of the sco
of the present work.

Secondly, the transition line in thep-x diagram has been
located from the maximum of the duration and the inflect
of the size of the largest avalanche. An additional estima
p
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can be obtained by locating the points where the distribut
of avalanche sizes becomes power law. Except for finite-s
effects, the three estimations should be coincident. Obtain
the transition points accurately using the third method
quite difficult because it is necessary to perform nonlin
fits of a power-law with an exponential correction,N(s)
;s2tels, in order to locate the point (l50) where the dis-
tribution changes from supercritical (l.0) to subcritical
(l,0) behavior. It is much easier to evaluate the exponent
characterizing the critical distribution of avalanches, whi
is not affected by the small exponential corrections close
the critical line. The obtained value ist51.760.1. This
value can be compared with the valuest51.860.2 and 2.0
60.2 found for the three-dimensional~3D! random field
Ising model and the 3D random bond Ising model.10 This
agreement of the numerical values reinforces the hypoth
that there exists universality in these kind of models exh
iting FLFO phase transitions.

Finally, a much deeper question concerns the nature
this critical line. Some authors have stated that critical d
tributions of avalanches do not occur at a certain line but
a broad region due to the existence of the so-called s
organized criticality. This theory has been proposed for
ternally driven complex dissipative systems with spatial a
temporal degrees of freedom. According to Baket al.33 these
systems naturally evolve to a critical state characterized
avalanches with no intrinsic time and length scales. This
sults in power-law distributions for avalanches. In this sen
the results we have obtained from the model point in
opposite direction: we are dealing with a true critical lin
Indeed, for selected values of the model parameters con
ling the disorderp and x, the system exhibits the critica
behavior, as can be seen in Fig. 10.
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